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ABSTRACT: Following traditional payment methods using banknotes, credit and debit cards enabled significant increases
in consumer spending power. The traditional way for consumer to purchase a service or an item in a shop is by presenting
their –physical- credit card on a point of sale (POS) device, which is called as Card Present (CP) transaction. Motivated by
the growth of Internet and Smartphones, e-commerce became a reasonable alternative for timesaving purchasing activities.
Significant growth in the e-commerce market has been observed through the world especially in the recent years. Remote
transactions where the customer does not physically present her credit or debit card during payment are termed Card Not
Present (CNP) transactions. CNP includes mail order, telephone and internet transactions. The main advantage of CNP
transaction is easying the customer’s shopping experience, since the customer can buy anytime and  anywhere without the
need to physically present the payment card. In order to maximize the efficiency of CNP transactions, a payment facilitator is
needed to sponsor retailers. It frees retailers from the need to perform the administrative procedures necessary with the
acquirer. The aim of this research study is to identify the challenges and risks to developing a secure methodology to provide
secure CNP-based transactions with a payment facilitator. We analyse and use the requirements imposed by regulators,
identify detailed security requirements for a mobile payment system, and develop a roadmap for developing a secure
methodology for mobile payment transactions.
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1. Introduction

Developments on the Internet have re-shaped our life. Traditional actions in almost every aspect of our life are changing to
electronic version. Such events have gained a lot in popularity, mainly due to the ease of use and widespread of supporting
technologies. E-commerce is one of the fields that have been affected by such progress. Billions of dollars are spent and
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exchanged throughout the Internet nowadays.

E-commerce sales are classified into 4 main categories [1]. The first one is Business-to-Consumer (B2C) in which companies sell
their online goods and services to end consumers. Consumer-to-Business (C2B) is the second category in which consumers
post their products or services online waiting for suitable bids from different companies. Third category is Business-to-
Business (B2B), in which companies sell their products or services to other companies. The last category is Consumer-to-
Consumer (C2C) in which consumers sell their online products or goods to other consumers.

E-commerce success mainly depends on electronic payment systems. Such systems are used to transfer an electronic value of
payment from payer to payee through some kinds of electronic mechanism. Electronic payment can be roughly defined as an
online financial exchange that takes place between buyers and sellers. The content of this exchange is usually in some form of
digital financial instruments such as encrypted credit card numbers, electronic checks and digital cash. In 2014, retail e-
commerce sales amounted to 298.26 billion US dollars and are projected to grow to 481.94 billion US dollars in 2018 [2].

Later on, the progress in Smartphone sector led to changes in the previously used electronic payment systems and the
introduction of mobile commerce (m-commerce). M-commerce can be defined as buying and selling transactions in which
consumers can use their mobile devices such as Smartphone or tablets to buy or sell goods and services. E-commerce and m-
commerce have some similarities; but m-commerce has its own unique characteristics such as mobility, short response time, and
simplicity [3, 4].

In 2002, Varshney and Vetter [5] proposed a framework for m-commerce that allowed developers and providers to strategize and
effectively implement mobile commerce applications. Several new classes of applications reviewed networking requirements,
and discussed application development supports that are considered as the beginning of m-commerce.

The aim of this study is to identify the challenges and risks when building a payment facilitator model. When the intended
payment facilitator model is developed, it will provide commercial gain to retailers and provide an easy payment method to users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the literature review on the related topics. Section 3 discusses
payment facilitator model and the related security considerations. Finally the study is concluded in Section 4.

2. Literature Review

Wherever Transactions occur in situations in which card and cardholder are present at the time of sale are called as Card Present
(CP) transactions. While transactions occur with the absence of card or cardholder at the time of sale are Card Not Present (CNP)
transactions. Some examples are mail order/telephone orders (MOTO) and online credit card payments via virtual Point of Sale
(POS) machines. CP transactions are easier to manage, since presenting the identity of card and cardholder at POS provides
inherent security. On the contrary, in CNP transactions the physical authentication of the cardholder is not possible; hence
different authentication mechanisms are required. For example, an m-commerce transaction between a consumer and a merchant
through the merchant’s website is a CNP transaction. In CNP transactions, there is no opportunity to physically check the card
to ensure the authenticity or identity of the cardholder. Therefore, payment fraud is a risk that is always associated with CNP
transactions.

EMV® is a global standard for credit and debit payment cards based on chip card technology. The name comes from first letters
of the major payment companies: Europay, MasterCard, and Visa [6]. In EMV cards data are stored on integrated circuits rather
than magnetic stripes, although many EMV cards also have stripes for backward compatibility. During EMV card transaction a
contact is made between the chip on the card and the chip reader in a terminal such as POS terminal. This type of connection is
either contact; in which a physical contact occurs between the card and terminal chip or contactless; in which the card must be
within a specific range near to the terminal. Payment transactions of EMV cards are accomplished through three stages: [7]

• Card authentication in which terminal checks the authenticity and legitimacy of the card.

• Cardholder verification, in which the cardholder is verified to the terminal by comparing the PIN code entered by the cardholder
with the one found on the card.

• Transaction authorization, ensuring that the issuing bank approves the whole transaction.
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The process of payment in which credit or debit cards are used includes interactions between different actors (consumer,
merchant, acquiring bank (merchant bank), issuer bank (consumer bank), and card association). First, consumer asks the
merchant to complete purchase using his/her card. Through POS founded at merchant, the transaction data is collected. The
data is sent to the acquirer bank and then the acquirer bank forwards the transaction data through card network to the issuer
bank who responds by approving or declining the transaction. The response is sent back to the acquiring bank through card
network, then it reaches merchant.

According to [8], electronic payment systems can be classified into four types.

• Credit Cards: Payment cards are issued to users as a method of payment. Users can pay using their credit cards based on their
promise to pay it again later to the card issuer. This method is the most frequently used among the others (Chou et al. 2004).
Issuing companies need to agree with merchant to accept their cards. Card verification is needed to accomplish transaction done
by such cards.

• Debit cards: These cards depend on the money funded in the consumer’s bank account. In other words, debit cards provide
consumer with an online access to their accounts. Payments using a debit card are immediately transferred from the cardholder’s
designated bank account.

• Pre-paid cards: These cards are loaded with some amount of money by the consumer. They look like any credit or debit cards
with a card number, signature strip and company brand. They are usually used in store-based transactions. They are different
from debit cards since they are linked to a bank account with an overdraft facility. This is because consumers can’t borrow
money with a prepaid card - they can only spend money they have loaded onto it. In [9] pre-paid cards are defined as “There are
many types of prepaid cards available for different purposes. You’ll see gift, travel and everyday money cards, to name but a few
but they all share the same benefit of being safer and more convenient to use than cash”.

• Electronic-cash: Usually used for micro payments (i.e. payments which is subject to small amount as 35 TRL). In this method
a unique identification number is associated with a specific amount of money. In order to use this method consumers purchase
digital cash from issuing banks. E-cash scheme has three main elements: the issuing bank, a set of merchants, and users. A wallet
of electronic coins is withdrawn from the issuing bank based on user’s request, and then users spent them to purchase goods
from merchants. Later merchants are able to deposit the collected coins to their banks. Double Spending is the major problem in
E-cash; coins can be easily duplicated.

Transactions in remote payment cases in which the consumer and merchant are not interacting face-to-face are also defined as
CNP transactions. The payment credentials related to both card and cardholder maybe entered through digital input methods
such as PC keyboard or through a mobile device. On one hand, the introduction of CNP makes it much more attractive and useful
for both consumer and businesses. Consumers can easily order goods or services any time anywhere if Internet connection or
telephony service is available. For businesses, CNP exceeds the geographical boundaries of their locations, thus increase
buying activities. On the other hand, since authentication of card/cardholder is not possible physically, the possibility of frauds
is higher than CP transactions. Frauds in CNP involve the unauthorized use of card/cardholder data (card number, card expiration
date, etc.) to accomplish the transactions. Identity authentication is the process of ensuring that the data used for a transaction
is given by the owner of the account. In other words, it is ensuring that the person claiming that he/she is the cardholder is in
fact the real cardholder. According to some studies [10, 11], at least two of the following authentication factors must be provided
by any person wishes to accomplish a CNP transaction:

• Something the person has (ownership factor) such as credit card.

• Something the person knows (knowledge factor) such as PIN.

• Something the user is or does (inherence factor) such as fingerprint.

Combinations of these factors are called two-factor authentication (2FA) where two factors are deployed. Till now, there is no
commonly accepted authentication standard for CNP transactions. Nowadays, many methods are in use such as PINs, address
verification, Card Verification Value (CVV), One-Time Password (OTP), tokens, voice verification, security questions.

Mobile technology has become increasingly common in today’s everyday life. Besides the great development in Internet,
mobile sector is also recording an amazing progress. According to The Mobile Economy 2015 [12], the mobile industry
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continues to scale rapidly. At the end of 2014, the number of mobile subscribers was about 3.6 billion. It is predicted that by the
end of 2020 this number will increase by at least 10 billion taking the global penetration rate to approximately %60. It is nowadays
possible for Smartphone users to purchase goods or services, transfer money, or pay for bills using their mobiles. The volume
of transactions accomplished through mobiles is huge and it is increasing massively. According to Forrester [13] U.S. mobile
payments will reach $142 billion dollars by 2019. Mobile payment has become much easier and highly recommended by consumer
s. Samsung, Apple, and Google have developed their own mobile payment systems and have released them to be used by their
consumers.

Mobile payment systems generally have a number of entities cooperate with each other to accomplish the required work. These
entities are the same as those used in traditional payment process; furthermore, new actors have been introduced such as mobile
network operator MNO, Mobile Payment Service Provider MPSP, and payment gateway that is used for payment-clearing
purposes. During mobile payment transaction, an authentication mechanism between virtual POS and mobile may be required.
This could be achieved using Over-The-Air (OTA).

In [14], a detailed study about mobile payment types and their security and threads has been done. Mobile payment systems can
be divided into five categories:

• Mobile Payment at the POS: Consumers are able to pay with their smart phone at the POS. Near Field Communication (NFC)
is one of the commonly used techniques. There are many applications that use the card information to complete transactions
conducted in this category.

• Mobile Payment as a POS: This method allows merchants to use the mobile as a POS to process card payments. Some
applications have to be installed before start working. Square Register [15] is an example of such applications.

• Mobile Payment Platform: It provides online payment services on a mobile device. A mobile application that is linked to a bank
account or credit/debit card account must be installed on the mobile. PayPal [16], BKM Express [17] are examples of this method.

• Independent Mobile Payment System: This method is similar to the previous one with one main difference in which the system
can be used just for a special company.

• Direct Carrier Billing: This method does not require a bank account or credit/debit card account. Consumers are able to
purchase what over they want through the Mobile Network Operator (MNO). The cost of the purchase is added to the
consumer’s monthly phone bill. To get such a system works; an agreement between merchants and MNO must be achieved.
Completing the transaction is done through SMS; a consumer enters his/her mobile number to make a purchase then a code is
sent via SMS to the specified number. The transaction is successfully confirmed if the consumer enters the correct code.

Since mobile technologies rapidly keep evolving, new forms of payments have been emerged. NFC is one of the emerging
technologies that allow consumers to use their Smartphones as a wallet to accomplish payment transactions. Mobile payment
transactions within NFC enabled devices can be made in two forms. Using the mobile secure element (SE) and through host card
emulation architecture (HCE).

3. Payment Facilitator Model And Security Considerations

A payment facilitator or formally Payment Service Provider is an entity that takes legal responsibility for funds in the process of
directing them from buyers to sellers. The payment facilitator signs a merchant acceptance agreement on behalf of the acquirer
[18].

Payment Facilitator is an optional model for participating in well-known card issuers (Visa, MasterCard) acquiring. It is designed
to provide an alternative model to acquirers and small merchants, different than the traditional acquirer-merchant direct relationship.
Payment facilitator provides a new business model to small merchants with the opportunity to accept credit cards, debit cards,
pre-paid cards, and contactless payment. It collects transactions on behalf of the acquirer, and performs real transaction with the
acquirer itself.

In traditional model illustrated in Figure 1, the acquirer has a direct relationship with the merchant, so the funding process is
done directly between them after transactions occurred and as a result the value of accomplished transactions is transferred to
merchants.  In models which use payment facilitator as shown in Figure 2, a third actor as a payment facilitator is utilized to enter
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into agreement with small merchants (called sub-merchants) and collects transactions for them on behalf of the acquirer. Sub-
merchants are merchants that processes transactions with assistance from a reseller (aggregator, PSP, payment facilitator), who
is playing the role of an intermediary.

Figure 1. Traditional Model

      Figure 2. A model uses Payment Facilitator

In most cases, it is difficult for small merchants to make agreement with an acquirer to accept CNP payments. Regardless to the
merchant size and transaction volume, the administrative efforts (underwriting, processing, funding) needed to service a
merchant are the same. The payment facilitator connects them together in way that benefits both. The acquirer makes an
agreement with the payment facilitator (as a merchant) who also makes agreement with sub-merchants. The acquirer and sub-
merchant must be located within the same area of use, while the payment facilitator can be located anywhere.

The payment facilitator model is a win-win model for all actors within the ecosystem. For consumers, such a model makes it
possible for them to complete payment transactions using alternative payment methods. Payment facilitators can offer innovative
payment methodologies for consumers. Payment facilitator gets commercial benefits from commission obtained from sub-
merchants. Moreover, it becomes better for sub-merchants to use the payment facilitator rather than getting their own virtual
POS because of the lower commission that payment facilitator requests. Another benefit for sub-merchants is that they can
propose innovative payment methods to consumers and improve customer satisfaction.

3.1 Security Requirements for Payment Facilitator Model
Sensitive data is transmitted transferred among the actors during payment; thus secure communications and transfer of such
data is required [19]. After significant studies of academicians and professionals, the security risks of CP transactions became
almost negligible. On the contrary, significant security risks still exist in CNP transactions [20, 21, 22].

CNP based mobile payment transactions are open to fraud and non-repudiation and companies lost huge amount of money due
to fraud in CNP transactions. As an example; according to the statistics published by the UK Card Association between January
and June 2015 fraudulent CNP transactions cost a total of £249.9 million [23].

Fraudsters often use stolen account information to reach others accounts. There are some signs that could be found or noticed
in fraud transactions [24] such as:
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• Before the cardholder notices that her card has been compromised, fraudsters try to make large transactions to maximize their
opportunity.

• Fraudsters often try to purchase large quantities of the same item such as jewelry.

• International shipping, fraudulent transactions are generally shipped outside (i.e. to another country).

• Run multiple transactions on a single card in a short period of time in order to gain as much as possible of the card’s value.

• Multiple card accounts are used to buy something from the same IP.

Payment fraud is a serious assault that causes billions of dollar loss each year. Furthermore, fraudsters use recently developed
techniques and methods for obtaining cardholder’s personal and financial information. A report released in May 2016 by
AiteGroup indicates that card fraud cost in US is about $4.5 billion [25].

The authors of [26] described an overview of the various types of payment frauds and provided suggestions to reduce the
probability of fraud occurrence. Those frauds could be summarized as the following:

• Lost or Stolen Wallet: Credit/debit cards are generally carried in wallets. Most fraud is often a result of this type.

• Shoulder Surfing: This fraud is used specially in crowded places in which it is easier to observe someone while accomplishing
payment transaction.

• Mail Theft: Fraudsters obstruct mail to steal new credit/debit cards.

• Data Breaches: Hacking is a popular technological method used by fraudsters to get access to databases in which sensitive
data about consumers and their bank account are stored.

• Inside Sources: Personal data can be obtained from dishonest employees in some cases.

• Skimming: One of the most commonly known type of payment card frauds in which fraudsters try to copy or capture the data
from the magnetic tape of the card.

• Phishing: This fraud involves creating emails that appear as if it is from legitimate existing businesses. These emails are sent
to consumers and then consumers are directed to fake websites that require them to enter sensitive data.

• Social Networking: Hackers and fraudsters use social media websites in order to obtain some useful information.

On the other hand, the transaction of the data between merchant and acquirer is also an important concern for payments. In CP
payments, it is easier to secure the communication, since there is generally a placed device (e.g. POS device) for reading card
data. Communication between acquirer and POS device is encrypted with the embedded keys in this device. However, securing
CNP payments are not this easy, since there isn’t any pre-placed device in the environment. Some methods to ensure the
security of CNP payments are as follows:

• Fingerprint: In order to authenticate the user, Smartphone scans the fingerprint.

• SSL/TLS: SSL/TLS is commonly used for securing the transaction between host computer and the server.

• Multi-factor authentication: An additional secure code is sent over the consumer’s registered mobile number or mail address,
and this code is required to accomplish the transaction. If the right code is used, then transaction is authenticated otherwise it
will be aborted.

In [27], authors emphasize an important subject: “It is important to bear in mind that fraudsters have no scope; they will try to
attack your payment system from any angle”. In the same work, authors also recommend three principles for secure mobile
payment systems:

• Protect (PT) from attacks: Several measures can be applied in order to increase the difficulty of attacking the mobile payment
system.

• Detect (DT) fraud: No matter how secure the payment architecture is, there will still be fraud attempts; measures have to be
applied for fraud detection.
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• Prevent (PV) fraud: Detection shall be accompanied by valid fraud prevention measures.

In another study on mobile payment systems’ security [14]; authors state that malware, vulnerabilities of SSL/TLS, and data
breaches are the main threads to mobile payment systems. Malware on mobile devices includes activities such as instant
messaging, recording calls, GSP locating, forwarding call logs and many others. The data obtained from the aforementioned
activities can be used later to attack mobile payment systems.

After analyzing the existing studies in the literature; following security requirements are identified for the targeted payment
facilitator model:

• Authentication: Authentication will assure that the communicating entity is the one that it claims to be.

• Confidentiality: Since sensitive data is involved in payment transaction data must be protected against unauthorized access.
Confidentiality is used as a measure to see our model’s ability to protect consumer’s sensitive and important data.

• Integrity: The model must make sure that the received data is identical to the originally sent one; no modification takes place
during the transmission.

• Non-repudiation: The model must be able to prove that the consumer is authenticated securely at the time of transaction, and
the data is not modified. Thus, a consumer will not be able to deny the payment transaction that she performed. Additionally;
two-factor authentication mechanism must be used to make it not possible for consumers to deny transactions accomplished by
them, and also to support regulations.

Within a payment system, a number of connections and data transmissions between different parties take place, so end-to-end
security is a must. The communication should be secure enough so that no one can actively or passively affect the communication
at any stage. Cryptography techniques played a great role in satisfying the model’s security requirements. Further, key exchange
protocol between the different entities is very important to ensure the security of the whole system.

3.2 Risks
Payment transactions involve many steps from the point where consumers start providing their information until receiving the
voucher. Payment systems must be robust and secure enough to protect and prevent sensitive data from any attacks or attempts
at any step. The most obvious point is that at some steps, data is transmitted over unsecure networks so much more attentions
should be paid to such situations.

In [28], authors stated that GSM protocol has weakness in the security of its identifiers, which makes it possible for cloning.
Cloning is one of the serious attacks in which attackers try to copy a consumer’s SIM, and then uses it for financial transactions.
Cloning could be performed either physical operation in which a SIM should be read by a kind of SIM reader, or over the air by
exploiting weakness of standard GSM communication. The SIM card contains several unique identifier keys used to subscribe
to the GSM network and these keys include secret individual subscriber authentication key (Ki) of the SIM, along with the
International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) and Integrated Circuit Card Identifier (ICCID). SIM cloning involves extracting
SIM identifier values and programming them into another chip card, creating a duplicate of the original SIM.

Many other risks could be occurred during Over-the-Air transmission such as identity theft, information disclosure, and replay
attacks. A solution to OTA weakness and vulnerabilities is to use a trusted platform module (TPM) along with secure protocols
[29].

Absence of two-factor authentication is another problem, which leads to fraudulent transactions. On one hand, transaction
orders could be accomplished without knowledge of the consumer. One the other hand, in some cases consumers conduct a
transaction and then claim the transaction is not accomplished by them, thus companies are not able to get the value of such
transactions.

4. Discussion And Conclusion

Mobile communication continues to evolve and improve, leading to introduction of new technologies which offer attractive
business opportunities. At the same time consumers are seeking for a good implementation which is secure enough to get
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benefits from the newly introduced technologies.

There are several challenges related to payment systems [30]:

• Cloud Computing: Cloud technologies enable to store credentials about consumers somewhere in the cloud. Both consumers
and merchants must download the cloud-based application and subscribe to the service in order to be able to use it. Despite the
benefits obtained from clouds, there are some security issues remains with no answers.

• Wireless connections: End-to-end security solutions adopted by cellular networks are not secure enough to convoy latest
technologies. Thus they will not be able to support future secure m-payment systems and applications.

• Performance: Since wireless environment is not secure, improving the security of payment systems by increasing or using
huge computations will need more performance in host computers and servers.

Consumer’s dependence on mobile and associated internet facilities is increasing rapidly. New models are introduced to them
especially in mobile payment field. In this study a comprehensive analysis of existing payment systems and their security issues
have been analyzed. Performed studies will be used to develop a secure and innovative payment facilitator model are unavoidable.
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